Consequences and Rewards

Gold Zone

Green Zone

Gold zone party—you will be invited
to attend a special party organised
by our school council if you have
been in Gold zone at least once each
week with no grey or orange zones.
Green zone party each half term. A
great afternoon to enjoy in class—
games, DVD and other fun activities.

How it Works:
Green Zone—you start each morning and afternoon in green
zone and will stay in green zone when you have a positive day
and work hard.
Gold zone—for when you do something extraordinary
throughout the day.
Grey Zone—a chance to think so you can make more positive
decisions about things you are doing.
Orange zone—you will be in reflection for 1 break and 1
lunch

Grey Zone

Orange
Zone

Red Zone

Your behaviour may result in you
moving to Orange Zone. However,
you can avoid this and move back to
Green Zone within 15 minutes if you
try hard—so do not worry!
You will spend 1 break and 1
lunchtime with a member of staff—
’reflection’ a chance to think and
discuss the behaviour and what
different decision could be made.
School will phone home and send a
letter explaining what has happened
today. For every Orange Zone, you
will miss 10 minutes of the Green
Zone Party.
Mrs Lowe or Miss Hudson will decide on the consequence for being
in red zone. It may be working out
of class for the day or missing 2/3
break and lunchtimes.

Red Zone - this is for serious incidents. Mrs Lowe and Miss
Hudson will decide if a behaviour needs to be ‘red zone’

Throughout school we use a THRIVE approach for our children and work hard to understand the reasons behind the
behaviour they show.

HONESTY

PERSEVERANCE

to become great learners.

We believe that all of you have the
right to learn and feel safe at

This is our code of conduct.

THRIVE and our Pastoral approach

By coming to our school, you

We ensure that the behaviour system sits along side

agree to always behave in the best

restorative and positive approaches to help children
overcome barriers and to learn how to play positively,
work hard and be respectful. We recognise that it takes
time to learn these things and we set clear boundaries
for children as well as celebrating when they have made

Our core values
FRIENDSHIP

We want all children at our school

school.

the right choices.

RESPECT
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possible way.

Grey Zone

Orange Zone

If you do any of these things after being asked to

If you do any of these things, you will move your

stop, you will move your name to Grey Zone:

name to Orange Zone:





You are talking when you have been told to

You do not follow instructions from an
adult in school;





your words or your actions


You refuse to follow an adult’s instructions



You use bad language or make rude signs

them from learning;

the classroom;

After a reminder if your behaviour distracts
the learning of others you will be moved to



You are disrespectful to a member of staff;



You keep disturbing other children in class;



You lose your temper and refuse to do as
you are asked;



have time out in your classroom to prevent an
Orange Zone.

Your behaviour means that you have to be
sent to a partner classroom so as not to
disturb others.

Orange Zone.

back to Green Zone within 15 minutes. You may

Gold zone party.

Show you are an exemplary member of



Show one of our core values to a high
standard



Do something ‘above and beyond’.



Show that you are a role model to other



Show that you do ‘the right thing even



Produce an excellent piece of work



Work hard with home learning tasks

Orange zone will mean 1 break and 1 lunchtime

You will take a ‘gold zone’ slip or be in your

‘reflection’ - this means you will not play on the

class raffle and can share with your parents/

playground and will take time to ‘reflect’ with one

carers and will be celebrated on the ‘roll of

of the adults in school and think about how you

honour’ in celebration assembly. If you are in

could make more positive choices next time.

gold zone at least once each week then you

You will still attend your ‘green zone party at the
end of the half term but will not be invited to the



when no-one is watching’

after moving your name, you will be moved to

If you improve your behaviour, you will be moved

show outstanding effort in your work

pupils

grey zone.
In addition, if you continue to behave in this way



our school
with your hands on the playground or in

-out from class.


You hurt another child on purpose—with

You are disturbing others and preventing

Your behaviour means that you need a time

If you do any of these things, you will move
your name to Gold zone:

work quietly;


Gold zone

You will miss 10 minutes of the green zone party
at the end of the half term ( no gold zone invitation)

will be invited to the Gold zone party.

Red zone

Orange zone

Grey zone

Gold zone

Produce an excellent piece of work
Work hard with home learning tasks

*You are talking when you have been told to work quietly;
You do not follow instructions from an adult in school;

You are disturbing others and preventing them from learning; Persistent grey zone leads to







You use bad language or make rude signs with your hands on



You keep disturbing other children in class;
You lose your temper and refuse to do as you are asked;
Your behaviour means that you have to be sent to a partner





Fighting—punching/kicking/hitting
Targeting a pupil or group to be unkind to them
Racist or homophobic remarks
Persistent disruption around school






classroom so as not to disturb others.

You are disrespectful to a member of staff;



the playground or in the classroom;

You refuse to follow an adult’s instructions

actions

You hurt another child on purpose—with your words or your





others you will be moved to grey zone.

After a reminder if your behaviour distracts the learning of

Show that you do ‘the right thing even when no-one is watching’





Show that you are a role model to other pupils



Your behaviour means that you need a time-out from class.

Do something ‘above and beyond’.





Show one of our core values to a high standard



and a phone call is made

Parents informed by red zone letter

consequence

break/lunch is the most effective

for the day or missing 3

decide if working in another class

iour. Mrs Lowe or Miss Hudson will

The behaviour is a red zone behav-

in green as a fresh start

The child starts next ‘session’ back

letter and a phone call is made

Parents informed by orange zone

made in future

events and what choices could be

at break and lunch reflecting on

Time is spent with Senior teachers

break and lunch

The child misses next available

behaviour

The behaviour is an orange zone

Orange zone

minutes.

children are only in grey zone for 15

Grey zone is a ‘thinking’ zone and

to attend Gold zone party

week over a term—child is invited

In gold zone once a week every

by teacher.
Show you are an exemplary member of our school



Gold zone slip or raffle prize given

show outstanding effort in your work



All children start the morning and afternoon in green zone

